The Experience of Digitalization of the Housing and Utility Sector in Russian Regions
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Abstract—The housing and utility sector in Russia is described by low efficiency, great number of managerial and technological problems. Implementation of the program «Digital economy in the Russian Federation» did not affect the scale of introduction of the digital technologies into this sector. The purpose of this study is the analysis of the experience of digital technology application in the housing and utility sector. Results: the main problems of housing and communal services and possible directions and areas of application of digital technologies for their solution are identified. The first direction is related to reducing the losses of supplied resources, implementing operational control and accounting for their consumption, and managing costs. The second aspect is the improvement of the tariff calculation procedure. The third direction is to generate up-to-date data on the volume and quality of services provided, the condition of an apartment building, and open interaction between management companies and homeowners. The fourth area lies in the development of tools for public control and ensuring access of owners and residents of the house to information about the work performed on the house and the local area. The best practices of digitalization of housing and communal services in the regions of Russia are systematized: in attracting housing self-government; automated remote control and control of energy consumption; digital duplicates of cities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In accordance with the theory of technological cycles, the current stage of the Russian economy development is characterized by the focus on the use of resource-saving and innovative technologies, digitalization of the economy. The flawless operation and transparency of the housing and utility services system are the priority areas of the country's socio-economic development, as they create the conditions for comfortable life and recreation for the population. The alteration of the approaches to housing management meets Russia's strategic guidelines and is based on the use of digital technologies that ensure the rational use of resources and energy efficiency, maximum public access to information concerning the operation of the facility management companies, and transparency in the formation of tariffs and financial flows.

The introduction of digital technologies in the housing and utility sector is focused on the observance of interests and is beneficial for all market participants (the state, facility management companies and partnerships of homeowners, the population). This is achieved due to the increased efficiency of horizontal and vertical communications among market participants due to the open architecture and API (application programming interface), the integration of information systems of various levels, and the increased accuracy of consumption accounting based on IoT (Internet of Things) technologies. By setting the development guidelines and digitalization targets, the state seeks to increase the economic and energy efficiency of the sector by systematizing the data and making informed decisions at all levels. Ultimately, this helps to improve the performance of the companies involved in the sector and reduce costs. For facility management companies and homeowners associations, the use of digital technologies can significantly improve the efficiency of management and operations, and the quality of services provided. For residents, the emergence of various services makes it possible to get access to up-to-date information, participate in management through electronic voting and circulation system, and evaluate the quality of housing and utility services. Digitalization provides the population with complete transparency and correct charging.

However, experience shows that penetration of digital technologies in housing and utility sector is uneven, fragmented, and does not provide the expected positive results. The emergence of problems in the housing and
utility services is associated with the lack of the regulatory framework, outdated management and organizational approaches, behavioral stereotypes of all market participants, including homeowners who are passively involved in the housing self-government procedure.

The effective use of digital technologies became possible due to the national projects implemented since 2018: «Housing and rural environment» [1] and «Digital economy» [2]. The new bases for housing and utility sector management are formed. The amount of financing the national programme «Digital economy» in 2019-2024 is estimated as 1.8 trillion rubles, which proves the high chances for successful realization of the set priority targets. In March, 2019, the Ministry of construction approved the standards of «smart city», where housing and utility sector is one of its elements. The standards will be introduced within five years for all settlements with the population number exceeding 100 thousand people.

II. METHODOLOGY

A systematic approach was used as a methodological basis for the study of promising areas of application of digital technologies in the sphere of housing and communal services. The main methods were a comparative analysis of the regional practice of digitalization of housing and communal services in Russia, a method of expert assessments to identify housing problems. The study was verified on the basis of official documents of Rosstat, normative legal acts, state programs in the field of housing and communal services and the digital economy, and official websites of the subjects of the Russian Federation.

III. DISCUSSION

A. The key problems of the housing and utility sector and the digital technologies for their solving

Analysis of the academic literature [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] allowed us to identify the problem field of housing and utility services for the significant number of the Russian regions:

- low veracity and transparency of the tariffs. According to experts [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17], the most pressing issue in the area of housing and utility services remains the procedure for setting tariffs for the services provided. The share of expenses for utility bills in different regions of Russia varies between 5.6 % and 15.6 % of the family budget, which is a considerable amount for a significant part of the population, especially the poor [18]. In addition to the high cost of housing and utility services for the population, the serious problem is:
  - «low transparency» of the process of setting tariffs for the services provided and dissatisfaction with their quality;
  - disordered and non-automated procedures for calculating the costs of works and services provided by resource-supplying and operating organizations;
  - considerable energy losses in apartment blocks and the use of imperfect metering devices;
- complex procedure for checking the quality of provided utility services, sanitary services, repair and maintenance of apartment blocks, etc.;
- lack of public control over the quality of services provided, overhaul and maintenance, and the ability to form requests for necessary services;
- poor availability of information for the population and other market participants concerning the volume, cost, and timing of works and services;
- lack of effective system of interaction with the service consumers;
- poor activity of homeowners in the housing self-governing.

Thus, in the current conditions the key task is to ensure transparency of the mechanism for calculating the tariffs and their coordinating with residents, as well as the quality control procedures for the services provided. By the Order of the Government of the Russian Federation, target indicators have been set for ensuring the energy efficiency of the Russian economy, which in turn sets the task of reducing costs for the facility management companies.

The Ministry of Construction and Housing and Utility Services has added the Digital Facility Management Company project implemented by Megaphone to the «Smart city» decision bank. This is a system of inventory, accounting, and control of the utility services provision, the state of all types of energy resources, property complexes for the purpose of unification and the implementation of a uniform quality standard for the provision of services to owners of residential and non-residential premises. The system will use data collection technology through IoT. The access to the system for facility management companies and homeowners will be organized through a personal account.

Billing system based on SaaS platform for cloud computing is an adaptive and powerful software capable of supporting business-processes in housing and utility sector companies. The system works with large array of old data, which, when transferred to a new system, remain untouched and are not lost. The online system calculates payments for utilities and takes into account data on payment received and generates payment bills, thus ensuring transparency of financial transactions.

Integration of solutions in old housing assets may be organized by means of special controllers, free protocols, modems and interfaces, with the help of which (for example, from intercoms) it is possible to obtain not the complete information set, but only the part of it which will allow to detect a malfunction in time and send the responsible service organization to the facility.

Facility management company PIK-Comfort, a large private holding, unites several companies and operates in 18 regions (Moscow and the Moscow region, St. Petersburg, Ekaterinburg, Chelyabinsk, and others). It actively develops digital projects and creates its own IT solutions (IT product service «Inventor», «Inventor» service. «Dispatch» service, platform for litigation with debts).
B. Regional experience of housing and utility sector digitalization in Russia

Analysts note that the process of implementing digital technologies is faced with the unpreparedness of the infrastructure of the housing and utility services to operate in the digital environment. By the end of 2018, the market for technological solutions for the «smart city» has grown by only 8%, and it is almost completely concentrated in Moscow, the capital accounts for 93% of the market [19].

The process of digitalization of housing and utility services is accompanied by the reluctance of facility management companies to use automation tools due to their fears of the possibility of direct interaction between resource providers and residents, and as a result, loss of influence on the latter. It is important that the installation of new metering devices for the supplied resources requires serious funding and necessitates the formation of an appropriate mechanism. According to Rosstat, the level of penetration of information and communication technologies remains low: only 65% of resource-supplying companies use basic information technologies in their activities, while the use of information accounting systems is estimated at about 9% [20]. According to the survey among the regional authorities performed by the «Analytic Center» under the Government of the Russian Federation at the beginning of the second quarter of 2019, the digitalization programme was adopted only in 23 regions, was being developed in 11, and in 45 regions it is neither adopted nor under development [21].

Housing and utility sector and urban development, according to the survey, along with health care and education are among the highest priority areas. During 2019, the following regions greatly improved the operation of the geographic information system of the housing and utility sector: Republic of Tatarstan, Ryazan region, Kamchatka, Krasnoyarsk region, Murmansk region, and Chechen Republic. Still the leaders in this area are the following regions: Kostroma, Novosibirsk, and Omsk regions. Organizational work concerning information introduction into the geographic information system of the housing and utility sector is not properly completed in Ingushetia Republic, Crimea Republic, Kursk region, Dagestan Republic, and Perm region.

Our country implements regional and municipal programmes to improve the quality of services and improve the efficiency of housing and utility services. Digital technologies are also being developed that can automate the functions of forecasting and modeling, accounting for consumed resources, charging for services and receiving payments. Artificial intelligence technologies are being introduced to increase the efficiency of monitoring and managing infrastructure facilities. The models of «digital twins» allow one to keep track of and predict the repair of power grids.

Regional Uniform Information and Payment Centres (UIPC) have the ability to calculate and evaluate the economic effect in the implementation of digital technologies. For example, Municipal unitary company (UIPC of HUS) of Domodedovo estimated the economic effect of MCIS metering equipment installation during the heating period of 2015–2016 in 275 apartment blocks in Domodedovo city district as 116 million rubles.

The digital platform of RIAS for housing and utility services was implemented in Ulyanovsk, Vladimir, Kirov and several other areas. This is a digital twin of the city, a system in which, in addition to cartographic data, information is stored from billing systems of the HPCs and facility management companies, data on the consumption of resources from dispatch systems, and the history of citizens’ complaints and addresses. RIAS for housing and utility services allows control over the life cycle of the housing facility objects.

In Ulyanovsk, Dimitrovgrad, and Samara intellectual dispatch system «AIS City. Instrumental metering» was introduced. This AIS provides effective control of power resource consumption due to intellectual metering and automated remote control. The system has the potential for scaling.

In Moscow, the problem of participation in the housing self-government procedure, in particular, was discussed in October, 2019, in the crowdsourcing project «Electronic House». Eleven thousand people submitted about two thousand ideas (342 were hired) to improve the service, which allows performing the surveys of residents and tenants of the premises, general meetings of homeowners, and receiving information regarding their accommodation. To implement this opportunity, one needs to register in the «Active Citizen» application for computer or smartphone.

IV. CONCLUSION

Summarizing the discussed above, we note that under the current conditions the use of digital technologies in housing and utility sector can solve a number of accumulated problems and significantly increase the efficiency of this branch of economy. At least four areas of their application in the housing and utility sector can be detected. The first one is associated with the reduction in the loss of supplied resources, the implementation of operational control and accounting for their consumption, and cost management. The second aspect is the improvement of the tariff calculation procedure. The third area is the formation of relevant data on the volume and quality of the services provided, the condition of the apartment blocks and the open interaction of facility management companies and homeowners. The fourth area lies in the field of developing the tools for public control and ensuring the access for the owners and residents of the house to the information on the work performed in the house and in the adjoining territory.
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